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Abstract

Nuclear and coal power use in the United States are projected to decline over the coming decades. Here, we explore how

simultaneous phase-outs of these energy sources could affect air pollution and distributional health risk with existing grid

infrastructure. We develop an energy grid dispatch model to estimate the emissions of CO2, NOx and SO2 from each U.S.

electricity generating unit. We couple the emissions from this model with a chemical transport model to calculate impacts on

ground-level ozone and fine particulate matter (PM2.5). Our yearlong scenario removing nuclear power results in compensation

by coal, gas and oil, leading to increased emissions that impact climate and air quality nationwide. We estimate that changes

in PM2.5 and ozone lead to an additional 9,200 yearly mortalities, and that changes in CO2 emissions over that period lead to

an order of magnitude higher mortalities throughout the 21st century. Together, air quality and climate impacts incur between

\$80.7-\$126.1 billion of annual costs. In a scenario where nuclear and coal power are shut down simultaneously, air quality

impacts due to PM2.5 are larger and those due to ozone are smaller, because of more reliance on high emitting gas and oil, and

climate impacts are substantially smaller than that of nuclear power shutdowns. With current reliance on non-coal fossil fuels,

closures of nuclear and coal plants shift the distribution of health risks, exemplifying the importance of multi-system analysis

and unit-level regulations when making energy decisions.
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Nuclear and coal power use in the United States are projected to
decline over the coming decades. Here, we explore how simultaneous
phase-outs of these energy sources could affect air pollution and
distributional health risk with existing grid infrastructure. We develop
an energy grid dispatch model to estimate the emissions of CO2, NOx

and SO2 from each U.S. electricity generating unit. We couple the
emissions from this model with a chemical transport model to calcu-
late impacts on ground-level ozone and fine particulate matter (PM2.5).
Our yearlong scenario removing nuclear power results in compensa-
tion by coal, gas and oil, leading to increased emissions that impact
climate and air quality nationwide. We estimate that changes in PM2.5

and ozone lead to an additional 9,200 yearly mortalities, and that
changes in CO2 emissions over that period lead to an order of mag-
nitude higher mortalities throughout the 21st century. Together, air
quality and climate impacts incur between $80.7-$126.1 billion of an-
nual costs. In a scenario where nuclear and coal power are shut down
simultaneously, air quality impacts due to PM2.5 are larger and those
due to ozone are smaller, because of more reliance on high emitting
gas and oil, and climate impacts are substantially smaller than that of
nuclear power shutdowns. With current reliance on non-coal fossil
fuels, closures of nuclear and coal plants shift the distribution of
health risks, exemplifying the importance of multi-system analysis
and unit-level regulations when making energy decisions.
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The United States relies on nuclear and coal for 38% of1

its electricity generation (1). Analysis of pathways for the2

U.S. to reach a net zero carbon emissions energy grid focus3

on reduction of fossil fuels and increased use of renewable4

energy (2). Nuclear power, which is expected to decline in5

the future, has historically provided many parts of the United6

States with low emission (both direct and indirect) energy that7

has had lower health and accident related illnesses and deaths8

when compared to coal, gas, and oil (3). Nuclear power has9

also been evaluated for its role in reducing historical carbon10

emissions at the global scale (4, 5), but it remains of public11

and government concern due to potential safety risks. At the12

same time, coal has long been one of the highest polluting13

sources of electricity, contributing to hundreds of thousands14

of premature deaths globally each year (other fossil fuel use15

brings this up to millions of deaths) (6, 7). Even in scenarios16

without substantial new climate action, it is still estimated17

that coal use will decline rapidly over the coming decades.18

There is little comprehensive work on the potential air quality19

impacts of reducing the role of nuclear power in the U.S. energy20

system, and how this reduction will interact with other aspects21

of energy transitions. Here, we explore the complex feedbacks22

of the energy system, air quality, climate and human health23

in response to changes in nuclear and coal power, which are 24

traditional base-load electricity generating units (EGUs). 25

Recent closures of nuclear power plants are due to a com- 26

bination of economic impracticability because of inexpensive 27

gas (8), as well as health and safety concerns, and have his- 28

torically led to increased use of fossil fuels to fill the gap in 29

energy production. For example, in New York, the Indian 30

Point Energy Center’s second reactor was shut down in April, 31

2021 because of environmental and safety concerns due to its 32

proximity to New York City (9), and the Diablo Canyon power 33

plant in California is expected to shut down by 2025 because 34

it did not seek to renew its license to operate (10). Tennessee 35

Valley’s Browns Ferry and Sequoyah nuclear power plant shut- 36

downs in 1985 led to increased coal use (11), as determined 37

by regressions comparing power plant level production in the 38

Tennessee Valley Area before and after nuclear plant closures. 39

Using similar regressions to assess generation by plants before 40

and after California’s San Onofre Nuclear Plant shutdown in 41

2012, Davis and Hausman found nuclear power plant closure 42

led to increased gas use, as well as increased costs of electricity 43

generation (12). Recent work has shown that Germany’s phase 44

out of nuclear power from 2011-2017 led to replacement by 45

fossil fuels (13). 46

The fossil fuels that have historically replaced nuclear power 47

have emissions that contribute to air pollution and climate 48

change. Fossil fuels emit nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulfur 49

dioxide (SO2), both of which are precursors for fine particulate 50

matter (PM2.5), and NOx is a precursor for ozone formation 51

(14). Air pollution due to ozone and PM2.5 is associated with 52

adverse health outcomes and premature mortality (15, 16). 53

The potential for increased use of fossil fuels (17) from the 54

closure of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant has led to 55

calls to stop the shutdown (18), citing the climate impacts 56

of such decisions. Previous work has addressed sub-national 57

level response to nuclear power shutdowns, and has quantified 58

regional and global average avoided mortalities from nuclear 59

power use. Using the InMAP reduced form model, Tessum and 60

Marshall (19) found that the shutdown of three nuclear power 61

plants in the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) region 62

led to increases in PM2.5 resulting in 126 additional mortalities, 63

and that replacing nuclear power with only gas in this region 64

leads to 24 additional mortalities. Kharecha and Hansen (5) 65

quantified the global historical prevented mortalities and CO2 66
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Analysis: LF, SE, NS; Writing-original draft: LF; Writing-edits and review: LF, SE, AJ, GC, NS.
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Fig. 1. a) Annual energy production (MWh) by each nuclear plant in the Base b)
Difference in annual energy production (MWh) by unit under No Nuclear compared
to the Base and c) Difference in annual energy production by unit (MWh) under No
Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base. In b and c we only plot the increases, which
excludes nuclear power from b and nuclear and coal power from c.

emissions due to historical and potential future nuclear power67

generation, using average mortality rates and CO2 emissions68

rates by electricity type. They project mortalities and CO269

emissions based on energy projections by the UN International70

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) out to 2050, finding between71

4.39-7.04 million deaths would be prevented by using nuclear72

power, rather than fossil fuels due to lower emissions of air73

pollutants.74

Here, we construct three national-scale energy scenarios75

in order to better characterize the potential response of the76

existing energy grid and resulting air quality impacts to nuclear77

shutdowns. We compare three scenarios in which: 1) the U.S.78

shuts down all nuclear power (No Nuclear), 2) the U.S. shuts79

down all coal and nuclear power (No Nuclear-No Coal), and 3)80

the U.S. continues at an existing baseline (Base) (see Figures81

S3 and S4 for maps of the EGUs used in each scenario).82

These scenarios allow us to characterize a maximum potential83

impact of shutdowns, explore the dynamics of the energy84

system in response to loss of coal and nuclear power, assess85

the importance of timing and location in these decisions, and86

estimate the impacts of oil and gas on climate and human87

health. We also examine the impact of these closures on people88

of different races and ethnicities, as prior research has shown89

that people of color are not only disproportionately exposed to90

air pollution (20–23), but also experience up to three times the91

impact of PM2.5 on mortality (15, 24). To do this, we couple92

an energy grid/dispatch model and a chemical transport model93

to calculate the economic and health impact of both climate94

and air quality changes, and further quantify shifts in exposure95

amongst different communities.96

Results 97

We compare our two scenarios, No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No 98

Coal, to the Base, which reflects the energy system in year 2016. 99

We first present results of our energy grid/dispatch model (US- 100

EGO), which estimates hourly emissions of NOx , SO2, and 101

CO2 from every power plant in the United States (US-EGO 102

model evaluation can be found in the supplementary material). 103

We then show the results of coupling the emissions from these 104

scenarios to a chemical transport model (GEOS-Chem (25)), 105

quantifying the impact of these emission changes on PM2.5 106

and ozone. We present estimates of spatially explicit mortality 107

impacts of the changes in PM2.5 and ozone for each scenario, 108

as well as the impact of pollution on different racial and ethnic 109

groups and on those living near coal and nuclear power plants. 110

We then show the change in mortalities due to the changes in 111

carbon emissions. We conclude this section with quantified 112

estimates of the monetary impacts of the various pollutants 113

based on 1) the economic impacts of the changes in CO2 using 114

a range of social costs of carbon, and 2) the monetized impact 115

of the mortalities due to changes in air quality using a value 116

of statistical life. 117

Energy Grid Response. There is more fossil fuel generation 118

in both No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal than in the 119

Base. In the Base, gas is 32% of the energy generation, coal is 120

31% and oil is <1%; in No Nuclear, gas is 39% of the energy 121

generation, coal is 45% and oil is <1%; and in No Nuclear-No 122

Coal, gas is 75% of the energy generation, and oil is 1.9%. 123

These larger shares of gas and oil are due to the need to cover 124

the lost generation by coal power plants, and the generally 125

low use of oil in the Base. Figure 1 shows the differences in 126

fossil fuel use between these scenarios and the Base, which 127

are largely concentrated in the Eastern U.S. because of the 128

high concentration of nuclear power there. The interconnected 129

nature of the energy grid can be seen through the differences 130

in the location of increased fossil fuel generation–when coal or 131

nuclear power plants in one county or state are not available, 132

fossil fuel generators in other counties and states make up the 133

difference in demand. 134

We calculate the ability to meet demand under each scenario 135

and estimate the gaps, showing that the U.S. does not have 136

the necessary capacity to close all of its nuclear power and 137

meet current demand. In No Nuclear, this gap occurs in Texas 138

during the summer; in No Nuclear-No Coal, this gap occurs 139

across 35 National Electric Energy Data System (NEEDS) 140

regions (see the user guide in (26) for a map of the regions). 141

The gap is regionally dependent, but in the majority of these 142

regions the largest gap is during the summer (see Materials 143

and Methods for how this gap is filled, and Figure S2 for plots 144

of this gap by region). 145

Under No Nuclear-No Coal, there is more reliance on oil 146

and gas plants that have high NOx emissions factors, and less 147

reliance on the higher SO2 and CO2 emitting EGUs. In the 148

U.S., there are 29 EGUs with emissions factors that emit one 149

standard deviation more than the national mean of CO2, 16 150

for NOx and 19 for SO2. The majority of these high emitting 151

plants are oil and gas plants, many of which have no generation 152

under No Nuclear and the Base, and are only needed under 153

No Nuclear-No Coal (further evaluation of this can be found 154

in the supplementary material). These plants also account for 155

a higher fraction of the national total electricity generation 156
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under No Nuclear-No Coal, as well as a much higher fraction157

of the overall emissions of each pollutant. For example, 43% of158

the national NOx emissions are from these 15 EGUs under No159

Nuclear-No Coal , while only 1 of these plants is used in Base160

and it accounts for 0.2% of national NOx emissions. All 15 of161

these high NOx EGUs in No Nuclear-No Coal are oil and gas162

plants, while the one used in the Base is a biomass plant. A163

similar picture is seen for SO2, where 50% of the national SO2164

emissions come from the 15 high SO2 emitting EGUs, but they165

provide less than 0.1% of nationwide electricity generation.166

We compare the US-EGO results from No Nuclear-No Coal167

to two additional US-EGO sensitivity tests: A) No Nuclear-No168

Coal plus renewable generators scenario, and B) No Nuclear-169

No Coal under the Cross State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR).170

In all of our scenarios (Base, No Nuclear, No Nuclear-No Coal),171

some states exceed their annual 2018 CSAPR ozone budget,172

and the largest exceedances are under No Nuclear-No Coal173

due to the increased reliance on these high emitting oil and174

gas plants (see Figure S5 for the emissions from these tests).175

If additional renewable generators are available, the loss of176

nuclear and coal power is replaced by renewables rather than177

high emitting fossil fuels. The CSAPR cap does not change178

generation, but does change emissions, as explored in the next179

section.180

Emissions Changes. Both No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No181

Coal are characterized by more fossil fuel use, and changes in182

emissions of NOx , SO2 and CO2, compared to the Base. In No183

Nuclear there are 42% more NOx emissions, 45% more SO2184

emissions than, and 41% more CO2 emissions than in the Base.185

In No Nuclear-No Coal there are 194% more NOx emissions,186

23% less SO2 emissions, and 5% more CO2 emissions than in187

the Base. No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal have larger188

emissions of both NOx and CO2 than in the Base because of189

the greater generation by fossil fuels. Due to the closure of coal190

plants, in No Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base there are191

lower nationwide average SO2 concentrations, with more SO2192

only in a few regions, particularly the Georgia/South Carolina193

border and Indiana. Higher SO2 regions are found where oil194

and gas plants with higher than average emissions factors of195

these pollutants provide more generation to fill the production196

gap (see Figure S7). In both scenarios as compared to the197

Base, the largest differences in NOx and SO2 concentrations198

occur in the Eastern U.S. and during the summer, due to199

changes in emissions in these regions/locations (Figures S12200

and S13). Under our sensitivity test of No Nuclear-No Coal201

with CSAPR caps, emissions are approximately the same as202

the Base (see Figure S1), however the spatial and temporal203

distribution of emissions is altered due to the closure of coal204

power.205

PM2.5 concentrations. Figure 2 shows that annual average206

PM2.5 concentrations are higher nationwide under No Nu-207

clear, and lower in some locations while higher in others under208

No Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base. These variations209

in PM2.5 are driven by the changes in NOx and SO2 emis-210

sions. PM2.5 concentrations are larger in No Nuclear than211

the Base throughout the Eastern half of the United States212

during both summer and winter. The concentration differences213

between No Nuclear or No Nuclear-No Coal and the Base are214

larger in the summer than in the winter (Figure S17, S18 and215

S19). Summertime (JJA) PM2.5 concentrations are lower in216

Fig. 2. Changes in annual average PM2.5 and summer (JJA) local daytime average
(10 A.M.- 6 P.M. JJA) ozone betweenNo Nuclear or No Nuclear-No Coal and the
Base.

No Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base in regions that 217

have a large number of coal plants and lower in SO2 or NOx 218

concentrations (see Figure 1 for locations of coal plants and 219

Figure S13 for SO2 and NOx concentration changes). PM2.5 220

concentrations are larger in the Southeast and Midwest Great 221

Lake region in No Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base. 222

Ozone concentrations. Summer (JJA) local daytime (10 A.M- 223

6 P.M.) average ozone concentrations are larger on average 224

nationwide under both No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal 225

than in the Base scenario. In No Nuclear, the Eastern U.S. ex- 226

periences higher changes in ozone than the West, as compared 227

to the Base. In No Nuclear-No Coal, some regions where there 228

are larger concentrations of NOx as compared to the Base 229

are VOC limited (Figure S14), so increased NOx emissions 230

lead to decreases in ozone concentrations (Figure 2) due to 231

NOx titration (27). However, the majority of regions in No 232

Nuclear-No Coal still have larger summer local daytime ozone 233

concentrations than the Base. 234

Health Impacts. We calculate two mortality metrics – those 235

due to air quality exposure and those due to CO2 emissions. 236

Those due to changes in air quality are total mortalities in 237

one year, expected to be incurred in the year of exposure as 238

a result of concurrent emissions. Mortalities calculated due 239

to changes in CO2 are integrated mortalities, expected to be 240

incurred throughout the 21st century as a result of a single 241

year’s emissions. Emissions changes that persist beyond a 242

single year would incur additional mortalities due to both air 243

quality and CO2 emissions. 244

The differences between all-cause mortality due to changes 245

in PM2.5 and summer local daytime ozone concentrations in 246

No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal compared with the Base, 247

are shown in Figure 3. We find that No Nuclear-No Coal has 248

more yearly mortalities due to PM2.5 air pollution than No 249

Nuclear, and that No Nuclear has more yearly mortalities due 250

to ozone than No Nuclear-No Coal. Due to changes in PM2.5 251

concentrations in No Nuclear compared with the Base, there 252

are 7800 (95% CI, 5800-9800) additional premature mortalities. 253

The majority of the increase in mortalities is in the Eastern 254

U.S., due to the higher PM2.5 in the Eastern U.S. than the 255

West. Yearly mortalities due to the change in summer local 256



daytime ozone are larger in the Eastern U.S., where No Nuclear257

has 1400 (95% CI, 700-2800) additional premature mortalities258

as compared to the Base.259

In No Nuclear-No Coal, there are an additional 8200 (95%260

CI, 6400-10,000) premature mortalities due to differences in261

PM2.5 concentrations compared to the Base. In No Nuclear-No262

Coal the two regions with the largest differences in premature263

mortality are the Great Lakes Region and the Southeast. No264

Nuclear-No Coal has an additional 200 (95% CI 100-400)265

premature mortalities due to summer local daytime ozone,266

compared to the Base.267

There is a more substantial difference among the three268

scenarios with respect to CO2, and the related climate im-269

pacts due to these emissions also leads to differing premature270

mortalities over a longer timescale. We use the mortality cost271

of carbon (MCC) (28) to calculate the integrated mortalities272

until 2100 of the yearly CO2 emissions. Under the range of273

MCC scenarios, CO2 emissions due to No Nuclear lead to an274

additional 80,000 or 160,000 mortalities throughout the rest275

of the 21st century, and emissions due to No Nuclear-No Coal276

lead to 11,000-22,000 mortalities over the same time period,277

compared to the Base.278

Monetization of Impacts Consistent with Regulatory Ap-279

proaches. Using regulatory approaches (29), we monetize the280

annual impact of the increased carbon emissions as well as the281

health impacts of the changes in air quality from No Nuclear282

and No Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base. We use a283

Value of Statistical Life (VSL), as defined by the EPA, to mon-284

etize the changes in mortalities, and a Social Cost of Carbon285

(SCC), to monetize the changes in carbon emissions.286

We calculate the annual cost of mortalities due to changes287

in summer local daytime ozone and PM2.5 using the EPA’s288

current estimate for the VSL of $7.4 million (in 2007 dollars)289

(30). For No Nuclear there are $70.1 billion in monetized290

externalities ($11.0 billion due to ozone and $59.1 billion due291

to PM2.5), and for No Nuclear-No Coal there are $63.8 billion292

due to changes in mortalities from shutting down both nuclear293

and coal power plants ($1.6 billion due to ozone and $62.2294

billion due to PM2.5).295

We also quantify a range of values for the annual monetized296

social impact of the change in carbon emissions according297

to the 2020 social cost of carbon (SCC) (in 2007 dollars)298

across a range of discount rates (31) in order to account for299

uncertainty. The annual mean monetized social cost of carbon300

due to No Nuclear is between $10.6 and $56.0 billion, and due301

to No Nuclear-No Coal is between $1.4 and $7.5 billion (for302

discount rates of 5% and 2.5%, respectively). This is likely an303

underestimate of the total impact of GHG emissions from this304

transition, as we do not include changes in methane emissions305

due to the high uncertainties in their emission factors (see306

Figure S1). Overall, No Nuclear leads to costs between $85.6307

to $131 billion due to climate and health impacts nationwide,308

and No Nuclear-No Coal leads to costs between $86.4 and309

$92.5 billion.310

Distributional Consequences. We quantify the difference in311

PM2.5 and ozone population weighted exposure amongst racial312

and ethnic groups due to No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No313

Coal compared to the Base, finding that Black and African314

American people experience both the largest difference in315

exposure and mortalities under both scenarios (see Figures316

S20, S21, S22, S23 for county specific exposures by state). 317

Table S5 shows the mortality rate per 1 million people due 318

to changes in PM2.5 and Table S4 shows population weighted 319

exposure changes in PM2.5. Table S7 shows the mortality rate 320

per 1 million people due to changes in ozone and Table S6 321

shows the average population weighted changes in exposure 322

to ozone. 323

In both No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal, population 324

weighted exposure to PM2.5 and related mortality rates are 325

higher for those living in a county adjacent to a nuclear power 326

plant than those living in non-adjacent counties, while they are 327

lower for ozone and related mortality rates (see Materials and 328

Methods for details on adjacent county definitions). Tables 329

S11 and S9 show the detailed mortality rates and Tables 330

S10 and S8 show the population weighted exposures in both 331

scenarios for both county types. In No Nuclear compared to 332

the Base, mortality rates due to changes in PM2.5 in nuclear 333

adjacent counties are 1.6 times that in non-adjacent counties, 334

while ozone related mortalities decrease by 1.2 times. In No 335

Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base, mortality rates due to 336

differences in PM2.5 in nuclear adjacent counties are 3.3 times 337

that in non-adjacent counties, and those due to differences 338

in ozone decrease in nuclear adjacent counties, while they 339

increase slightly in non-adjacent counties. 340

Closures of coal plants benefit those living in counties 341

with coal plants; these counties have lower mortality rates 342

due to changes in PM2.5 and ozone in No Nuclear-No Coal 343

compared to the Base, than No Nuclear compared to the 344

Base. Counties with coal power plants have larger differences 345

in mortalities per 1 million people due to PM2.5, compared 346

with the Base: 12.6 in No Nuclear, and 11.5 in No Nuclear-No 347

Coal, with a population weighted exposure to PM2.5 increase of 348

0.21µgm−3 and 0.19µgm−3 in No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No 349

Coal, respectively. There is a difference in population weighted 350

exposure to ozone for counties containing coal plants of 0.11 351

ppb in No Nuclear and -0.45 in No Nuclear-No Coal, leading 352

to changes in mortality rates of 1.8 and -7.8 compared to the 353

Base for No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal, respectively. In 354

some locations, ozone differences are caused by NOx increases 355

in VOC limited regimes, while in other locations they are due 356

to NOx decreases in VOC abundant regimes, leading to lower 357

ozone concentrations. 358

Discussion and Conclusion. Closure of all nuclear power plants 359

across the United States (No Nuclear) leads to more mortali- 360

ties due to air pollution and climate compared to a baseline 361

scenario (Base). There are an additional 9,200 mortalities 362

due to changes in PM2.5 and ozone under No Nuclear. These 363

health impacts are roughly three times those estimated in 364

studies on the impact of proposed carbon policies such as the 365

Clean Power Plan on air quality (3500 avoided premature 366

mortalities from implementation of the Clean Power Plan) 367

(32). 368

Compared to the Base, a scenario where all nuclear and 369

coal power plants are shut down (No Nuclear-No Coal) leads 370

to more yearly mortalities from PM2.5 related pollution than 371

No Nuclear. However, this is offset by lower mortalities due to 372

ozone pollution, and the potential for higher mortality rates 373

over the 21st century due to annual CO2 emissions, using 374

MCC estimates, under No Nuclear than No Nuclear-No Coal 375

as compared to the Base. Due to changes in PM2.5 and ozone, 376

No Nuclear-No Coal leads to an additional 8,400 mortalities 377
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compared to the Base. Compared to the Base, the estimated378

mortality impacts over the entire 21st century of changes379

in CO2 from one year for No Nuclear are 80,000-160,000380

mortalities, and for No Nuclear-No Coal are 11,000-22,000381

mortalities. These mortalities compound with each year of382

continued emissions.383

Our scenarios illustrate that oil and gas, particularly plants384

with high emissions factors that are currently rarely used,385

could be increasingly called upon to meet demand in the386

electricity system if there is not adequate planning to replace387

nuclear and coal plants as they shut down. Not only does the388

generation and emissions from these plants become a larger389

percentage of the overall system, but there is a net increase390

in emissions of NOx , SO2, and CO2 due to the reliance on391

these plants. If low cost renewables are deployed at scale,392

particularly in regions with plants that have high emissions393

factors (see Figures S6, S7 and S8) these downstream effects394

could potentially be mitigated.395

Our scenarios suggest an increased risk of non-compliance396

with relevant regulations such as the Cross State Air Pollution397

Rule (CSAPR) (33), which limit the amount of total emissions398

from individual states to reduce the transport of pollutants399

across state borders. Although CSAPR could constrain the400

emissions from these plants in the long term–either by lim-401

iting their generation or enforcing installation of scrubbers–402

our analysis of the energy system response and potential air403

quality and climate impacts nevertheless aids in mitigation404

planning ahead of potential closures. CSAPR permits emission405

allowance trading, and there have been recent scenarios where406

states have paused their emission requirements in order to407

meet demand during electricity shortages (34, 35). Changes in408

baseload energy can lead to spatial shifts in the risk of mortal-409

ity due to air pollution, depending on the types of EGUs that410

fill in gaps in generation, and their emission factors. Even411

if CSAPR emissions limits reduce the total emissions from412

each state, there would still be a shift in counties that are at413

risk for air pollution related mortalities, which are likely to414

be more similar to those seen in No Nuclear-No Coal than in415

the Base because of the transition to reliance on gas and oil.416

This shows the importance of at least maintaining existing417

caps, even where current emissions are well below caps, as418

future changes in the electricity grid could lead to potential419

exceedances. This analysis also suggests that technology-based420

controls, rather than emissions trading schemes, could better421

ensure air quality outcomes in transitioning energy systems422

which retain EGUs with high emissions factors.423

We show here an example where local risk management424

can redistribute risk and vulnerability, both at the local and425

national level, consistent with findings of previous sustainabil-426

ity analyses (36). Closures of nuclear power plants often aim427

to reduce risk to those living near the power plant, and the428

closures of coal power plants often have the desired impact of429

reducing both air quality and climate impacts. We show here430

that this risk calculation is complicated by the electricity grid’s431

current reliance on fossil fuels beyond coal, the presence of432

simultaneous energy transitions, and subsequent adjustments433

of the electricity grid to these closures. Nuclear power has434

had significant historical impacts on human health and the435

environment, which has led to concern for those living near436

power plants or working in the industry. There is extensive re-437

search on the social and historical context of the nuclear power438

Fig. 3. Changes in mortalities per 100,000 people between No Nuclear or No Nuclear-
No Coal and the Base for ozone and PM2.5.

industry, which points to high risk accidents, inadequate safety 439

measures from uranium mining (particularly within Navajo 440

Nation), health impacts of living near the radiation of a plant, 441

and waste management as some of the safety concerns with 442

continued use of nuclear power (37–40). Here, we show that 443

a calculation of risk-related benefits of nuclear shutdowns is 444

complicated by our finding that closing nuclear power plants 445

under the current electricity system would lead to a higher 446

increase in mortalities from air pollution for those living within 447

the 50 mile radius ingestion exposure pathway. In contrast, 448

those living near coal power plants benefit the most from 449

closures of coal power plants, but the potential reliance on the 450

dirtiest oil and gas plants to help fill the gap in production 451

with simultaneous phase-outs leads to redistribution of health 452

risks. Further work could explore additional energy transition 453

strategies, particularly in light of the Executive Order 14057’s 454

clean electricity by 2030 goals and Justice40 initiative (41), 455

and could identify other measures that could help mitigate 456

the risks imposed on the most disadvantaged communities. 457

Materials and Methods 458

We combine an energy grid model and a chemical transport model 459

to assess the impact of nuclear plant shutdowns in the United States. 460

We create a total of six scenarios: three coupled model scenarios 461

for the analysis, and three additional scenarios for model evaluation. 462

Four of these are generated through US-EGO: 1. A no nuclear 463

scenario (No Nuclear), 2. A no nuclear or coal scenario (No Nuclear- 464

No Coal), 3. A base scenario (Base), and 4. A scenario with EPA’s 465

Emissions and Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID). 466

The other two use existing emissions inventories: 5. A scenario 467

using the National Emissions Inventory (NEI) from 2011, and 6. 468

A scenario using the most recently available NEI data from 2016. 469

Scenarios 1-3 are used for analysis, and scenarios 4-6 are used for 470

evaluation. Table S1 shows the six scenarios and associated data, 471

and the evaluation of US-EGO with scenarios 4-6 are discussed in 472

the supplement. Associated PM2.5 and ozone related premature 473

mortalities due to the nuclear power plant shutdowns are calculated 474

according to concentration response functions from Vodonos et al. 475

(42) and Turner et al. (16), respectively. We calculate the mortality 476

cost of carbon (MCC) (28) across the 21st century due to one year’s 477

emissions. The monetized social impact of carbon is calculated 478

using 2020 social costs of carbon (SCC) across a range of discount 479

rates (31), and the monetized health impacts are calculated using 480

the value of statistical life (VSL)(30). 481

Energy Grid Optimization Model. We extend and evaluate the United 482

States energy grid optimization model (US-EGO) based on Jenn 483

(43). Model evaluation can be found in the supplementary material. 484

Data for this model is from the EPA’s National Electric Energy Data 485



System (NEEDS) model v.5.16 (26), which provides the generation486

costs, capacity, electricity demand, and emissions factors for every487

energy generating unit (EGU) in the United States. We assume no488

change in demand. We use this data to set up a cost optimization,489

which is based on the Security Constrained Unit Commitment model490

(44) for the energy market. This optimization is solved such that491

the supply of energy satisfies demand at every hour in 64 regions492

(as based on NEEDS), allowing for transmission between certain493

regions. It runs across T time periods with 1) xgen
i generation for494

generator i at cost cgen
i with N total generators, and 2) xtrans495

transmission power between regions d and o at cost co→d. We run496

the model for 8760 hours throughout the year, optimizing at each497

time step (43).498

min
xgen,xtrans

N∑
i=1

T∑
t=1

xgen
i (t)cgen

i (t) +
∑
o,d

T∑
t=1

xtrans
o→d (t)ctrans

o→d (t)

[1]499

Constraints for the model can be found in the supplemental500

material.501

We take the hourly output of generation from the model and502

calculate the hourly emissions of SO2, NOx and CO2 by503

xgen
i EFi [2]504

Where EFi is the emissions factor specific to that EGU. These505

hourly emissions are merged onto a 0.5° by 0.625° grid to allow for506

their input into the chemical transport model, GEOS-Chem.507

In order to generate the No Nuclear scenario, we remove all508

nuclear power plants from the possible set of EGUs. US-EGO509

requires sufficient supply to meet demand in order to calculate a510

solution to its optimization. To close the optimization, we implement511

additional zero emissions generation capacity which is available in512

each of the 64 regions. The pricing of the additional generation513

we implement is high, such that it is only triggered when the514

existing grid is at complete capacity. With a shutdown of all nuclear515

power, south eastern Texas demand exceeds supply for 20 hours516

in the month of May, and we discuss the closure of this gap in the517

supplemental material. When both coal and nuclear power are shut518

down, 35 regions (26) have to use additional generators to meet519

demand. The use of these generators is influenced by the pricing,520

which is explored in a lower cost "renewable generator" scenario521

below.522

We compare the US-EGO results from No Nuclear-No Coal to523

two additional US-EGO sensitivity tests: A) No Nuclear-No Coal524

plus renewable generators, and B) No Nuclear-No Coal under the525

Cross State Air Pollution Rule. For test A, we create generator526

capacity in all 64 NEEDS regions with zero emissions at the cost527

necessary for renewables to provide baseload, intermediate and528

peaker electricity ($0.01/MW h) following Ziegler et al. (45). We run529

the No Nuclear-No Coal scenario with these "renewable generators",530

and our "renewable generators" fill the gaps, while also taking the531

place of many gas and oil EGUs for generation, as compared to532

No Nuclear-No Coal. For test B, we run No Nuclear-No Coal,533

capping emissions of the relevant plants to hourly estimates of534

their allowances under the 2018 annual NOx CSAPR budgets (46),535

by dividing their annual allowance by the hours in a year. This536

is a simplification as emissions caps allow for trading, and these537

emissions factors may not be achievable in practice, but we use538

these scenarios as a way to explore the potential role of CSAPR in539

these transitions.540

Chemical Transport Model. We use the GEOS-Chem model v13.2.1541

(47) to simulate SO2, NOx, PM2.5 and ozone concentrations. GEOS-542

Chem is a global three-dimensional chemical transport model that543

includes aerosol chemistry (48) and tropospheric oxidant chemistry544

(25). We use a global horizontal resolution of 4°x 5°to create bound-545

ary conditions for a nested North American run with horizontal546

resolution of 0.5° by 0.625° between 140°- 40°W and 10°- 70°N (49).547

This resolution is similar to that of other studies examining air548

quality impacts and disparities (e.g. (42, 50–52)). GEOS-Chem is549

driven by meteorological data from the MERRA-2 reanalysis (53).550

Emissions data come from the Harvard–NASA Emission Component551

(HEMCO) (54). We use six months for spin-up, and we analyze552

daily concentration outputs for the year of 2016.553

Within HEMCO, we make a few key modifications to the inputs 554

of emissions for EGUs. For our NEI 2011 simulation, the EGU 555

emissions for GEOS-Chem are from the 2011 NEI that are scaled to 556

the relevant year as described in the GEOS-Chem wiki (55). In the 557

NEI 2016 simulation, we use recently developed emissions invento- 558

ries for the NEI in 2016. The eGRID simulation utilizes the EPA’s 559

Emission and Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) 560

(56) SO2 and NOx emissions gridded onto a 0.5° by 0.625° grid. 561

Base uses the emissions profiles of SO2 and NOx created through 562

the US-EGO model, No Nuclear uses emissions profiles of SO2 563

and NOx created through the US-EGO model in the No Nuclear 564

scenario, and No Nuclear-No Coal uses emissions profiles of SO2 565

and NOx created through the US-EGO model in the No Nuclear- 566

No Coal scenario. In the Base, No Nuclear, No Nuclear-No Coal, 567

eGRID and NEI 2016 scenarios, all emissions other than the EGU 568

SO2 and NOx emissions are from the 2016 NEI emission inventory. 569

Health Impact Assessment. We calculate the differences in annual
mean PM2.5 concentrations between the Base and No Nuclear or
No Nuclear-No Coal. Mortalities due to changes in PM2.5 exposure
are calculated using the concentration response function (CRF)
from a recent meta-analysis of the association between PM2.5 and
mortality (42). For each grid box, we calculate β(PM2.5), the
long-term PM2.5 concentration response, as:

β(PM2.5) = 1
∆PM2.5

∫ PM2.5b

PM2.5a

β(PM2.5
′
)δPM2.5

′

where β is based on Figure 2 in Vodonos et al. (42), such that 570

its value depends on ∆PM2.5, a is the Base scenario and b is No 571

Nuclear or No Nuclear-No Coal scenario, and ∆PM2.5 is the annual 572

average change in PM2.5 between scenario a and b. We calculate 573

the 95% CI for β(PM2.5) based on this same method, using the 574

upper and lower bounds on the 95% CI from Vodonos et al. (42) 575

We calculate the incidence, I, for each grid box as:

I = expβ∆PM2.5 −1
expβ∆PM2.5

Based on the change in concentration and incidence, we calculate 576

the change in all-cause mortality for each GEOS-Chem grid cell as 577

(7): 578

∆M = paf IM0

where paf is the affected population, for which we use the 579

Gridded Population of the World data for all ages (57), and M0 is 580

the United States’ baseline all-cause mortality rate taken from the 581

2017 Global Burden of Disease Study (58). 582

For ozone, we similarly quantify the differences in concentration
between Base and No Nuclear or No Nuclear-No Coal. Mortalities
due to ozone changes are calculated following the methods used in
the latest Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Final Revised CSAPR
by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) (16, 59). From this,
we calculate three β values (the mean and 95% confidence interval
[CI]), the long-term ozone concentration response, as log RR

∆ozone , where
RR = 1.02 [1.01, 1.04] is the relative risk per 10ppb (∆ozone)
increase in summertime ozone in a two-pollutant model accounting
for PM2.5 (16). We use daily 10am-6pm local summer daytime
average (June-August) ozone concentrations from our GEOS-Chem
data as a proxy for the EPA’s maximum daily 8 hour average
(MDA8) ozone (60) as is done in (61). We calculate a change in
mortality for each β and grid cell as:

∆M = paff Iobs∆χβ

In which the mean mortality is based in the mean β, and our 583

95% CI mortality is based on the 95% CI for β. 584

We aggregate our gridded PM2.5 and ozone data to county lev- 585

els using area-weighted averages (using the python module, xesmf 586

(62)) across the United States. We use U.S. Census Bureau Demo- 587

graphic Analysis Data for the year 2016 (63) to attribute changes 588

in mortality at the county level based on race (Asian or Pacific 589

Islander, American Indian, Black or African American, and White) 590

and Hispanic origin/ethnicity (not Hispanic or Latino, and Hispanic 591

or Latino). These categories are chosen based on the Center for 592
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Disease Control’s (CDC) race and ethnicity categories. The mor-593

tality rates from the census based aggregations use an average RR594

based on (15), so differences in mortality rates are due solely to595

exposure. For calculating exposure in counties adjacent to nuclear596

power plants, we define adjacent as a county that has a border597

within 50 miles of a nuclear power plant. We assess counties within598

a 50 mile radius, which is considered by the Nuclear Regulatory599

Committee as being at risk for enhanced exposure in case of a600

nuclear power plant accident (64, 65). To calculate exposure in coal601

containing counties, we find counties that contain a coal EGU, and602

compare the population weighted exposure and mortality rates to603

those without a coal plant.604

We apply the same aggregation method to the Center for Dis-605

ease Control (CDC) Wide-ranging Online Data for Epidemiologic606

Research (WONDER) data (66) baseline mortality data, so that607

we can compare the use of an average RR to race and ethnicity608

specific values (15). WONDER data is restricted in scenarios where609

mortalities are fewer than 10 people per county, so we use the610

census data in our main analysis, even though it does not take race611

and ethnicity specific exposure response curves (see S8, S9, S10612

and S11 for differences in exposure and mortality between the two613

aggregation methods).614

Mortality Cost of Carbon. We calculate the total mortality cost due615

to changes in carbon emissions between our two scenarios as a global616

total, based on the total change in CO2 emissions multiplied by a617

range of MCC values. We calculate the central mortality estimate618

under both a baseline and optimal emissions scenario, leading to619

2.4°and 4.1°C of warming by 2100, respectively (see Table 1 in620

Bressler (28)). We assume that emissions from the year 2016 would621

lead to similar responses across the 21st century as those of emissions622

in 2020, as the MCC is based on the impact of emissions from 2020623

on mortalities from 2020-2100.624

Monetized Social Impact of Carbon. We calculate a monetized social625

impact of carbon using a range of values for the social cost of626

carbon (SCC) based on different discount rates (31, 67). We use an627

emission year of 2020, with the 5%, 3%, and 2.5% average discount628

rates corresponding to 14, 51 and 76 dollars per metric ton of CO2629

(in 2007 dollars). The use of different discount rates allows us to630

address issues of inter-generational justice and governance (68), but631

all of our values have some form of discounting. We calculate the632

monetized impact as:633

∆Sd = SCCd∆ECO2

for the entire frequency distribution of the SCC across each discount634

rate (d), where ∆ECO2 is the change in emissions between the two635

scenarios. The average monetized social impact for each discount636

rate is the mean of ∆S.637

Value of Statistical Life. We calculate the VSL due to changes in638

ozone and PM2.5 using the EPA’s current estimate for the VSL of639

$7.4 million (in 2006 dollars) (30). We convert the VSL to 2007640

dollars, and multiply the VSL by our mortalities due to changes in641

ozone and PM2.5 to calculate a total economic impact of lives lost642

across the United States.643
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Supporting Information Text13

Energy Grid Optimization Model14

As described in the Methods and Materials Section, the United States Energy Grid Optimization model (US-EGO) uses data15

from the National Electric Energy Data System (NEEDS) to perform a cost optimization to meet energy demand in every16

one of 64 NEEDS regions at every hour of the year. There is transmission between regions, and we have isolated the Texas17

(ERCOT), Eastern and Western Interconnections in order to represent the limitation on transmission between these regions,18

and to better match the real-world generation and emissions data (1), meaning that there is no transmission between these19

regions. We limit hydro-power to maximum capacity factors based on region (Southwest at 56%, Midwest at 68%, Southeast at20

49% and Northeast at 73%) (2), aside from the Northwest, for which the model under-predicts hydro-power generation, so we21

allow it to use 100% of available hydro-power. Finally, we adjust the fuel price of refined coal to be $3 less than the listed price22

in order to better match refined coal use in the real-world data (based on the fact that refined coal is subsidized (3)).23

Constraints for generation in the optimization are:24

gensolar − capacitysolar ∗ pattern <= 0 [1]25

26

genwind − capacitywind ∗ pattern ∗ 0.85 <= 0 [2]27
28

gennuclear − capacitynuclear ∗ 0.95 <= 0 [3]29

and for all other fuel types:30

genfuel − capacityfuel <= 0 [4]31

Where gen is generation, capacity is the maximum capacity of the EGU, and the pattern is the renewable capacity pattern,32

taken from NEEDS.33

Constraints setting generation + imports = load + exports for region, i at time, t:34

(
∑

(geni) + transtoi − transfromi − load >= 0)t [5]35

Constraints on transmission:36

transi − transcapacity <= 0 [6]37

Comparison to EPA Data. We evaluate US-EGO by comparing our generation and emissions output from our 2016 baseline38

(Base) US-EGO scenario to the generation and emissions data from our eGRID scenario. To evaluate the model, we use39

annual mean generation and emissions for SO2, NO, NO2, and CO2 by fuel type (biomass, coal, fossil waste, geothermal, hydro,40

landfill gas, municipal solid waste, natural gas, non-fossil waste, nuclear, oil, petroleum coke, solar, waste coal, and wind) and41

NEEDS region (64 regions) (4), as seen in Figure S1. We calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient between the annual model42

generation and eGRID generation across both region and fuel types of 0.99 and 1.0, respectively. Correlations for the emissions43

averaged by region and fuel type vary between 0.82 and 1.0. We do not evaluate methane (CH4) emissions in our paper because44

the model largely under-estimates the emissions by region and fuel type (see Figure S1, e). As shown in the results, many45

oil and gas plants that are the highest emitters have little to no generation in our Base and No Nuclear scenarios– this is46

consistent with the generation for these specific EGUs in the eGRID generation data. The majority of the high emissions plants47

in the Base scenario have annual generation within a 200 MWh range of eGRID, and a few have larger or smaller generation.48

Generation Closure. In both shutdown scenarios, No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal, the demand in various regions exceeds49

possible supply at certain points in the year. In the nuclear shutdown, the demand in the NEEDS’ ERC REST region, located50

in south eastern Texas, exceeds possible supply for a total of 20 hours in the month of May. Almost 20% of Texas’ energy51

supply is from nuclear power, and we have constrained transmission to stay within the Texas Interconnection (ERCOT), which52

limits the ability of transmission to take on the shortage. In No Nuclear-No Coal, 35 regions have demand that exceeds supply53

throughout various times of the year. We close these gaps by adding generators that have prohibitive costs such that they are54

only utilized when the optimization cannot close. The generators have zero emissions, so that we do not impact our estimates55

on changes in emissions.56

Limitations. Our multi-system model uses EGU specific data for explicit interpretation of spatial and temporal variation.57

However, our choice to use EGU-specific data introduces some tradeoffs relative to more complex energy grid models. We do58

not include ramp up or reserves for generation, and we do not account for investment into new electricity generation, beyond59

including emissions free generators without specific locations or limitations on capacity. More complex models incorporate60

quantification of where this type of investment would occur. The lack of ramp up and reserves have an impact on the amount61

of generation capacity and the speed with which new plants come on and offline, reducing the amount of capacity available62

when nuclear and coal power are shut down. This reduces the impact of estimations of future build out on our results. Future63

research could explore related questions combining chemical transport models with complex energy grid models.64

GEOS-Chem65

In addition to the comparisons between the Base and our two shutdown scenarios (No Nuclear and No Nuclear-No Coal),66

we have included the PM2.5 and ozone summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) seasonal mean concentrations for each of our five67

scenarios in summer and winter time (Figures S15 and S16).68
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Comparison to Observations. We compare 2016 observational data from the IMPROVE network (5) and the EPA’s Air Quality69

System (AQS) monitoring network (6) to our base model, NEI 2011, NEI 2016 and eGRID GEOS Chem output. We use70

AQS daily average observations for PM2.5, NO2, SO2 and ozone and IMPROVE observations for PM2.5, sulfate, and nitrate.71

We interpolate our model data onto the locations of monitors using xarray’s nearest method (7). We calculate the R-value72

based on interpolated values of our model runs compared to the observations from IMPROVE and AQS (Figures S9 and73

S10). We also calculate the normalized mean bias (NMB) of ozone and PM2.5 for our base model and the observations. The74

NMB is calculated as
∑

(Mi−Oi)∑
(Oi)

× 100%, where i denotes the seasonal mean at each observational site. The results can be75

seen in Tables S2 and S3. For ozone, our largest bias shows that the model is high compared to observations during the76

summer months in the Midwest, Northeast, and Southeast. For PM2.5, we find biases during the winter in the Northeast and77

Southeast (where the model is biased high), and the Northwest, and Southwest (where the model is biased low), as well as78

being biased low during the summer in the Southwest. Our NMB and R-values are of similar magnitude to previous work79

(8–11). In S11, we compare the observational data for each of our pollutants with the model output by regional annual mean.80

The resulting concentrations from our Base and eGRID scenarios are within a similar range of the observational data as the81

typical GEOS-Chem emissions inventory, the NEI 2011 scenario, which shows again that US-EGO does capture similar ranges82

of pollutant concentrations. We also can see that for the sulfate, PM2.5, and SO2, NEI 2016 falls closer within the range of the83

observations than NEI 2011.84

Ozone Regimes85

We calculate a proxy to estimate whether or not a region is NOx abundant, limited, or transitional by using the formaldehyde86

(CH2O):NO2 ratio (12). We define CH2O):NO2 of less than .5 as VOC limited, between .5 and .8 as Transitional, and as87

greater than .8 as NOx limited. Figure S14 shows differences between the regimes for the nuclear shutdown and the coal and88

nuclear shutdown, particularly during the summer, which lead to differences in ozone formation. There is also a shift between89

VOC limited regimes dominating during the wintertime and NOx limited regimes dominating during summertime.90

Health Impact Assessments91

Detailed information about the mean exposure, and mean mortality and 95% confidence intervals for each Race and Ethnicity92

are shown in tables S5 and S7. We show the mean exposure for the data aggregated by WONDER data and census data, which93

show similar trends in Tables S6 and S4. Mortality differences are larger than differences in exposure due to the use of race94

and ethnicity specific relative risks for mortalities using the WONDER data. Tables S8, S9, S10, and S11 show mean exposure95

and mean mortality rates for counties adjacent to or non-adjacent to nuclear power plants.96
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Fig. S1. Scatterplots of the emissions of CO2 (a), NO2 (b), NO (c), SO2 (d), and CH4 (e) by NEEDS region and fuel type. Pearson correlations (r) are calculated and shown in
the bottom right of each plot.
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Fig. S2. Generator use by region throughout the year in the No Nuclear-No Coal scenario.
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Fig. S3. Map of plants in the Base (top) and No Nuclear (bottom) scenarios, sized by their annual generation.
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Fig. S4. Map of plants in the Base (top) and No Nuclear-No Coal (bottom) scenarios, sized by their annual generation.
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Fig. S5. Emissions of NOx , SO2 and CO2 for the US-EGO simulations for our No Nuclear-No Coal, No Nuclear, Base, and two sensitivity tests of A) renewables replacement in
No Nuclear-No Coal and B) CSAPR regulations in No Nuclear-No Coal
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Fig. S6. No Nuclear - Base and No Nuclear-No Coal - Base annual emissions of CO2 by each EGU.
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Fig. S7. No Nuclear - Base and No Nuclear-No Coal - Base annual emissions of SO2 by each EGU.
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Fig. S8. No Nuclear - Base and No Nuclear-No Coal - Base annual emissions of NOx by each EGU.
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Table S1. GEOS-Chem Simulations

Name Data
NEI 2011 National Emissions Inventory, 2011
NEI 2016 National Emissions Inventory, 2016
eGRID Emissions and Generation Resource Integrated Database
No Nuclear US-EGO No Nuclear Scenario
No Nuclear- No Coal US-EGO No Nuclear-No Coal Scenario
Base US-EGO Base Scenario
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Table S2. GEOS-Chem AQS Observation Comparison for Ozone, and the Normalized Mean Bias (NMB) between interpolated GEOS-Chem data
and the observational data

Region Season NMB (%)
Midwest DJF -6.6
Midwest JJA 36.3
Northeast DJF -18.5
Northeast JJA 34.4
Southeast DJF 8.1
Southeast JJA 60.8
Northwest DJF 13.6
Northwest JJA 13.7
Southwest DJF 13.1
Southwest JJA 12.1
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Table S3. GEOS-Chem AQS Observation Comparison: PM2.5, and the Normalized Mean Bias (NMB) between interpolated GEOS-Chem data and
the observational data

Region Season NMB (%)
Midwest DJF 11.4
Midwest JJA -7.4
Northeast DJF 41.3
Northeast JJA 13.2
Southeast DJF 28.3
Southeast JJA -4.2
Northwest DJF -42.1
Northwest JJA -12.0
Southwest DJF -37.3
Southwest JJA -31.3
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Fig. S9. Scatter plot of the interpolated annual mean GEOS-Chem data as compared to the AQS observational annual mean for the eGRID, NEI 2016, Base, and NEI 2011.
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Fig. S10. Scatter plot of the interpolated annual mean GEOS-Chem data as compared to the IMPROVE observational annual mean for the eGRID, NEI 2016, Base, and NEI
2011.
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Fig. S11. Boxplots of the observational data from IMPROVE and AQS as compared to the eGRID, NEI 2016, NEI 2011, and normal model data. We split each pollutant into five
regions for comparison.
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Fig. S12. NOx and SO2 concentrations in summer and winter for No Nuclear compared to the Base
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Fig. S13. NOx and SO2 concentrations in summer and winter for No Nuclear-No Coal compared to the Base.
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Fig. S14. Summertime and wintertime CH2O/NO2 regimes.
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Fig. S15. Mean summer (JJA 24-hour) concentrations of ozone and PM2.5 for all six scenarios.
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Fig. S16. Mean winter (DJF 24-hour) concentrations of ozone (top) and PM2.5 (bottom) for all six scenarios.
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Fig. S17. Differences in summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) mean PM2.5 and differences in summer afternoon (JJA 10 A.M.-6 P.M.) and winter (DJF) mean ozone between No
Nuclear and the Base.
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Fig. S18. Differences in summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) mean PM2.5 and differences in summer afternoon (JJA 10 A.M.-6 P.M.) and winter (DJF) mean ozone between No
Nuclear-No Coal and the Base.
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Fig. S19. Differences in summer (JJA) and winter (DJF) mean PM2.5 and differences in summer afternoon (JJA 10 A.M.-6 P.M.) and winter (DJF) mean ozone between No
Nuclear-No Coal and No Nuclear.
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Fig. S20. State specific differences in PM2.5 between No Nuclear and Base
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Fig. S21. State specific differences in PM2.5 between No Nuclear-No Coal and Base
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Fig. S22. State specific differences in PM2.5 between No Nuclear and Base
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Fig. S23. State specific differences in PM2.5 between No Nuclear-No Coal and Base
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Table S4. PM2.5 Population Weighted Exposure by Race and Ethnicity, Mean and 95% Confidence Interval

Race and
Ethnicity

No Nuclear Change in
Exposure WONDER data
(µg/m3)

No Nuclear-No Coal
Change in Exposure
WONDER data (µg/m3)

No Nuclear Change in
Exposure Census data
(µg/m3)

No Nuclear-No Coal
Change in Exposure
Census data (µg/m3)

Black or
African
American

0.20 0.26 0.20 0.27

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

0.12 0.14 0.12 0.15

Hispanic or
Latino

0.09 0.08 0.10 0.09

White 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.18
American
Indian or
Alaska
Native

0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13
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Table S5. PM2.5 Mortality by Race and Ethnicity, Mean and 95% Confidence Interval

Race and
Ethnicity

No Nuclear Mortality Rate
per 1 million people WON-
DER (95% CI)

No Nuclear-No Coal Mortal-
ity Rate per 1 million people
WONDER (95% CI)

No Nuclear Mortality Rate
per 1 million people Census
Data (95% CI)

No Nuclear-No Coal Mortal-
ity Rate per 1 million people
Census Data (95% CI)

Black or
African
American

28.8 (27.6, 29.9) 39.5 (37.9, 41.0) 12.3 (12.0, 12.7) 16.3 (15.9, 16.7)

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

2.8 (2.2, 3.4) 3.4 (2.7, 4.1) 7.6 (7.4, 7.8) 9.0 (8.8, 9.3)

Hispanic or
Latino

2.9 (2.5, 3.3) 1.7 (1.5, 2.0) 6.1 (6.0, 6.3) 5.3 (5.1, 5.4)

White 10.3 (9.8, 10.6) 10.7 (10.2, 11.1) 10.5 (10.3, 10.8) 11.2 (11.0, 11.5)
American
Indian or
Alaska
Native

3.8 (2.3, 0.52) 5.2 (3.2, 7.3) 6.5 (6.4, 6.7) 7.7 (7.5, 7.9)
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Table S6. Ozone Population Weighted Exposure by Race and Ethnicity, Mean and 95% Confidence Interval

Race and
Ethnicity

No Nuclear Change in
Exposure WONDER data
(ppb)

No Nuclear-No Coal
Change in Exposure
WONDER data (ppb)

No Nuclear Change in Ex-
posure Census data (ppb)

No Nuclear-No Coal
Change in Exposure
Census data (ppb)

Black or
African
American

0.28 -0.12 0.29 -0.11

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

0.10 -0.38 0.11 -0.34

Hispanic or
Latino

0.08 -0.24 0.09 -0.21

White 0.18 -0.12 0.18 -0.12
American
Indian or
Alaska
Native

0.12 -0.15 0.15 -0.10
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Table S7. Ozone Mortality by Race and Ethnicity, Mean and 95% Confidence Interval

Race and
Ethnicity

No Nuclear Mortality Rate
per 1 million people WON-
DER (95% CI)

No Nuclear-No Coal Mortal-
ity Rate per 1 million people
WONDER (95% CI)

No Nuclear Mortality Rate
per 1 million people Census
data (95% CI)

No Nuclear-No Coal Mortal-
ity Rate per 1 million people
Census data (95% CI)

Black or
African
American

2.0 (1.1, 2.6) -0.8 (-0.5 -1.1) 5.0 (2.5, 9.8) -1.9 (-1.0, -3.8)

Asian or
Pacific
Islander

-0.5 (-0.6, -0.3) 2.4 (3.4, 1.4) 1.9 (1.0, 3.8) -6.0 (-3.0, -11.7)

Hispanic or
Latino

-0.3 (-0.4, -0.2) 2.2 (2.8, 1.7) 1.5 (0.8, 3.1) -3.7 (-1.8, -7.3)

White 2.3 (2.1, 2.4) -0.7 (-0.6, -0.79) 3.1 (1.6, 6.2) -2.0 (-1.0, -4.0)
American
Indian or
Alaska
Native

-3.2 (-4.7, -1.8) 1.5 (2.2, 0.85) 2.7 (1.3, 5.3) -1.7 (-0.9, -3.4)
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Table S8. Change in PM2.5 Population Weighted Exposure in Nuclear-adjacent and Non-adjacent Counties

Nuclear
Adjacent or
not

No Nuclear - Base PM2.5 ex-
posure WONDER

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
PM2.5 exposure WONDER

No Nuclear - Base PM2.5 ex-
posure Census Data

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
PM2.5 exposure Census
Data

Nuclear-
adjacent

0.21 0.31 0.21 0.31

Non-
adjacent

0.001 0.31 0.14 0.09
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Table S9. Change in PM2.5 Mortality in Nuclear-adjacent and Non-adjacent Counties

Nuclear
Adjacent or
not

No Nuclear - Base PM2.5

Mean Mortality Rate per 1
million people WONDER

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
PM2.5 Mean Mortality Rate
per 1 million people WON-
DER

No Nuclear - Base PM2.5

Mean Mortality Rate per 1
million people Census Data

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
PM2.5 Mean Mortality Rate
per 1 million people Census
Data

Nuclear-
adjacent

8.2 11.9 13.1 18.9

Non-
adjacent

5.1 3.5 8.3 5.7
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Table S10. Change in Population Weighted Ozone Exposure in Nuclear-adjacent and Non-adjacent Counties

Nuclear
Adjacent or
not

No Nuclear - Base ozone
exposure WONDER

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
ozone exposure WONDER

No Nuclear - Base ozone
exposure census

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
ozone exposure census

Nuclear-
adjacent

0.17 -0.29 0.17 -0.28

Non-
adjacent

0.004 -0.006 0.21 0.002
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Table S11. Change in Population Weighted Ozone Mortality in Nuclear-adjacent and Non-adjacent Counties

Nuclear
Adjacent or
not

No Nuclear - Base ozone
Mean Mortality Rate per 1
million people WONDER

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
ozone Mean Mortality Rate
per 1 million people WON-
DER

No Nuclear - Base ozone
Mean Mortality Rate per 1
million people Census Data

No Nuclear-No Coal - Base
ozone Mean Mortality Rate
per 1 million people Census
Data

Nuclear-
adjacent

0.9 0.02 2.9 -4.9

Non-
adjacent

1.2 0.4 3.6 0.04
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